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Introduction
A bunch of filthy whores who have gotten themselves addicted to dark meat go out hunting for enough
African-American men to satisfy their cravings. Too bad you would need to fill a football stadium with
black dudes for any one of these whores to get her fill.

Adult Review
This is not a site about black men; it's a site about the women who love to get boned by black men! As the latest edition to
this growing network, I Love It Black rounds up women who can't watch an NBA game without diddling themselves during
halftime and puts them in a room full of black studs who have not had a chance to get off in a few days. The combination is
intense!
  
  The tour of the site does an excellent job of showing you what is in the members area. With over forty videos of hot whores
getting thumped out by the thick cocks of their black lovers, I Love It Black is the site that your cock has been itching to join.
  
  Each and every video episode is provided in multiple formats for both dialup friendly and broadband enhanced download.
None of the movies use any kind of DRM coding so as soon as you download it the clip becomes yours to keep.
  
  Some of the women featured are white, some are black, some are Asian, every ethnic background of babe is well
represented but what they all have in common is a love of black cock! The type of sex displayed varies from scene to scene
but the pounding rhythm remains constant from one clip to the next whether they are more focused on her mouth or her ass or
seeing how she does with a big pack of black men climbing all over her.
  
  We would have liked to have seen high-res picture sets included for I Love It Black instead of just screencaps but when they
add in access to every website on the list to the right side of this review free with your membership it becomes an offer that is
well worth saying yes to! 

Porn Summary
When one homeboy after another finishes up by splooging his payload all over these girls you might think they would be
turned off. However, you'll smile when they turn to the camera instead and say "I Love It Black!"

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'At Thanksgiving dinner these chicks eat the dark meat and throw the rest away!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 86 Interface: 81
Support: 82 Unique: 71    Taste: 78        Final: 80

Porn Sites Included
Load My Mouth (91) ,Swallow Me POV (90) ,Swallow Squirt (90) ,Bruno B Reloaded (89) ,Cover My Face (88) ,Deep In
Cream (88) ,Feet Frenzy (87) ,Sperm Cocktail (86) ,Real Squirt (85) ,Bang Me Boys (84) ,Flirty Pussy (84) ,Heavenly
Knockers (84) ,Hardcore Gangstas (83) ,Girly Gang Bang (83) ,Only DP (83) ,Fuck That Asian (82) ,The Lucky Man (80) ,
Lex Steele (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Ebony, Exclusive, Hardcore, Interracial, PornStars, Straight
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Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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